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 Warning consumers about features they may want to avoid, like penalties 
for paying off the loan early. 
 

 Making the cost estimates consumers receive for services required to close 
a loan more reliable, for example, appraisal or pest inspection fees. The 
proposed rule prohibits increases in charges from lenders, their affiliates, 
and for services for which the lender does not permit the consumer to 
shop unless a specific exception applies. Examples of the specific 
exceptions include when information provided by the consumer at 
application was inaccurate or becomes inaccurate, or when the consumer 
asks for a change in the services. 
 

 Requiring that consumers generally receive the final loan terms and costs 
at least three business days before closing on the loan. Currently, 
consumers often receive this information at or shortly before closing. This 
additional time will allow consumers to compare the final terms and costs 
to the terms and costs they received in the estimate. That will better equip 
them to raise any questions before they go to the closing table.  
 

 Providing new and better measures to help consumers compare the cost 
of different loans offers, including the costs of the loans over time. 
 

 Improving regulators’ ability to monitor compliance by requiring lenders 
to retain the new forms electronically. 


